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Making the Right Choice −
Vacuum Solutions for all Metallurgical Processes
Reliable vacuum technology is essential in
many metallurgical processes to produce
high-quality products in a repeatable manner.
The appropriate vacuum solution can help
streamline operations, reduce maintenance
and improve the bottom line whether your
company is melting and casting alloys or
performing any number of heat treatment
processes.
The requirements for vacuum improvement can sometimes
be as simple as the replacement of a vacuum pump with a
different type of vacuum technology and other times can
require a complete redesign of the pump package and piping. A
critical component of determining the appropriate requirements
for the solution is to understand the different types of vacuum
technology along with the benefits and drawbacks of each
technology. The trend in vacuum pumps has been toward dry
technology, but depending on the application, an oil-lubricated
rotary vane vacuum pump may be more effective and reliable. It
is important to work with a vacuum pump supplier that has the
knowledge and ability to address the specific details of a process
so a long-term solution can be provided.
Another important consideration that is often left unaddressed
is the ability of the vacuum vendor to support the product after
the installation. Does the vendor offer support of the product in
the field? Will they be able to service, repair and supply the
equipment for years after the installation is complete? Any
upgrades to furnace equipment are as time-consuming as they
are expensive, and a consumer should be assured that the
vacuum pump supplier is as committed to their business as you
are to yours.
Melting and Casting
Furnace melting and casting processes require rugged vacuum
solutions to produce high-purity metals and alloys. Whether this
is achieved through Vacuum Induction Melting (VIM), Vacuum
Arc Remelting (VAR), Electroslag Remelting (ESR) or any number
of other melting or casting furnaces, vacuum is employed to
prevent the production of harmful oxides which impact material
quality. Busch has a wide range of solutions to handle these
highly involved processes for the aerospace, energy and medical
industries. These processes can often benefit from upgrading to
a dry solution from the common oil-sealed piston pump
technology, but care must be taken in addressing particulate
byproducts that can enter the pumping mechanism.

MIM / Debinding / Sintering
Metal injection molding performed under vacuum faces the
complication of binding agents being introduced to the vacuum
pump. The binding agents can adversely affect the
performance of any type of vacuum pump, so considerations
must be made to address the binders. Either dry solutions with
a type of flushing mechanism or oil-lubricated rotary vane
vacuum pumps that do not recirculate the lubrication – oncethrough sealing (OTS) – are technologies that can be considered
for this application.
Powder Metallurgy / Additive Manufacturing
The development of additive manufacturing has led to a need
for high purity metal powders aimed at 3D printing of different
metals. Vacuum plays a critical part in creating an inert
environment to ensure purity of the powders. Dry screw
technology is the ideal type of vacuum generation as the oilfree compression chamber eliminates the risk of backstreaming
to the furnace and unfiltered particulates can easily pass
through the pump.
Nitriding / Carburizing
The enrichment of surface layers with nitrogen or nitrogen/
carbon is a commonly used surface hardening process. The
vacuum permits the process temperature to be kept under
600°C, preventing deformation or structural alteration in the
treated materials and saving energy. The precise coordination
of the vacuum system to the nitriding and nitrocarburizing
processes reduces the cycle time, further lowering costs. Dry
pump technology, OTS and oil-lubricated rotary vane vacuum
pumps are commonly used in this application.
Annealing
Vacuum annealing may be used to give materials certain
characteristics, homogenize their structure or relieve internal
stresses. The process is carried out under vacuum to prevent
the treated materials from reacting with atmospheric gases,
which could cause damage or undesirable optical effects.
Annealing under vacuum is the cleanest and most economical
way to avoid surface reactions and both dry and oil-lubricated
vacuum is commonly used.
Hardening
Vacuum hardening is a highly economical, environmentally
friendly and efficient treatment to harden material surfaces
without oxidation. Dry vacuum pumps allow for vacuum levels
to be controlled precisely so desired characteristics can be
achieved. The dry technology performance does not degrade
over time, so high quality product is produced consistently.
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Tempering
Tempering is a treatment to reduce heat-induced stress and
any consequent brittleness. The vacuum applied to the
tempering oven prevents scale formation and leaves surfaces
stronger. The throughput and vacuum levels can be matched
precisely and reliably to the process cycle. While oil-lubricated
technologies are often used in tempering, the dry screw
vacuum pumps have gained popularity due to consistent
vacuum levels compared to oil pumps as well as reduced
maintenance costs.
Vacuum Brazing
Connections made by vacuum brazing exhibit good mechanical
strength and high resistance to corrosion. The vacuum
conditions make the use of flux (which has aggressive and toxic
ingredients) and inert atmospheres completely unnecessary.
High-temperature brazing at fine or high vacuum levels is thus
an extremely efficient way of making mechanically and
thermally robust connections. Dry screw vacuum pump
technology offers many benefits for vacuum brazing due to the
higher pumping speeds at deeper vacuum levels.

Figure 3: Busch HUCKEPACK HO 0441 F
once-through oil-lubricated vacuum
pump. HUCKEPACK sizes range from
112 - 447 CFM.

Figure 2: Busch R5 RA 0630 C
oil-lubricated rotary vane vacuum pump.
R5 sizes range from 2.8 - 1,060 CFM.

Once-through oil-lubricated rotary vane vacuum pumps
utilize the proven oil-sealed rotary vane principle of operation
for particularly complex metallurgical processes. These pumps
are resistant to aggressive or complicated processes thanks to
the utilization of fresh lubrication which allows for corrosive
vapors to be conveyed with minimal contamination (Figure 3).

Figure 4: Busch ZEBRA RH 0030 B
2-stage rotary vane vacuum pump.
Zebra sizes range from 1.7 - 55 CFM.

Types of Vacuum Solutions
Dry screw vacuum pumps are high performance vacuum
pumps ideally suited for all metallurgical processes. The dry
screw technology is completely free from operating fluids in the
compression chamber which minimizes process contamination
and maximizes uptime by reducing maintenance intervals
compared to other technologies. The design of the screws
allows the vacuum pump to handle difficult gases – such as
100% loads of argon – while our indirect cooling loop prevents
contamination of dirty cooling water in the pump jacket. Dry
screw vacuum pumps thrive on harsh processes in industrial
environments due to the rugged, mechanically sound design of
the equipment (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Busch COBRA NC 0400 B dry screw
vacuum pump. COBRA sizes range from
82 - 1,500 CFM.

Oil-lubricated rotary vane vacuum pumps utilize the rotary
vane principle of operation and have been specially designed
for use in a wide range of applications. They feature highly
durable Busch carbon fiber composite vanes as standard,
ensuring optimum performance together with long service life.
The specially designed exhaust filters provide excellent oil
separation. Over 3 million Busch R5 rotary vane vacuum pumps
are in operation worldwide in industry every day, providing
reliable, high pumping speeds ideal for heat treating
applications (Figure 2).

Two-stage rotary vane vacuum pumps are often used as
holding pumps for diffusion pumps on furnaces. The proven
two-stage operation principle provides reliable vacuum for
medium and high vacuum levels. Flanged connections allow for
simple integration into existing equipment (Figure 4).
COMBI vacuum systems
When combined with vacuum boosters, the resulting COMBI is
a robust package that delivers high pumping speeds in harsh
industrial environments. COMBI vacuum pump units have been
designed to achieve pumping speeds from 324 to 2,750 ACFM
at working pressures of less than 15 Torr and reach ultimate
pressures of 0.00075 Torr. COMBI systems are easily integrated
into existing furnace equipment and can be designed with
energy saving components and accessories to handle the most
complex applications. Traps, filtration and flushing can be
incorporated into the COMBI packages with the assistance of
vacuum engineers in order to design a long-term solution to
even the most complicated of processes (Figure 5 and 6).

Figure 5: Busch R5 RA
COMBI system
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With our extensive network of over 60 companies and
offices in more than 40 countries, Busch Vacuum Solutions
is present everywhere in the world where high purity
metals and alloys are being manufactured and heat
treated. Both manufacturers and users of furnace equipment
can benefit from our wide-ranging experience as vacuum
specialists. Busch has long been the standard for industrial
vacuum, and we’ve developed our products to thrive in harsh
industrial environments.
Busch offers a wide range of vacuum units suitable for low to
high vacuum ranges. We manufacture vacuum pumps
delivering capacities from 60 to 1,471 ACFM as well as
complete systems with controls. Both dry running (fluid free)
and oil-lubricated rotary vane vacuum systems can be
supplied, tailored to suit process requirements and customer
preferences. Systems are designed to provide the optimal
solution for any process or heat treatment method.
Furnace manufacturers and plant designers throughout the
world rely on Busch vacuum technology, and appreciate the
experienced advice and support given to the development of
new plants and processes. Plant owners benefit from system
reliability and the global Busch service network, which is
supported by Service Centers throughout the world. Whatever
your vacuum needs, Busch will offer you the solution best
suited to your technical and economic requirements. We can
also recommend a comprehensive maintenance plan from our
wide range of service options.
Contact us today:
Sean Donnelly
Business Development Manager - Metallurgy
sean.donnelly@buschusa.com
303-725-8333

Figure 6: Busch COBRA NC COMBI system
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